Dear WSPE member,

The Wisconsin Society of Professional Engineers is proud to distribute a new brochure describing one branch of the WSPE, BEPR. It stands for Board of Engineers Professional Responsibility.

We focus on the ethical practice of Professional Engineers within Wisconsin. If you have questions or issues regarding the ethical practice of professional engineering, we are here to work with you.

Privacy is paramount! BEPR encourages those who see or believe a professional conduct or ethical line has been crossed affecting Wisconsin-related projects or professionals to let us know about them. We can help resolve them or help you determine whether the matter should be submitted to the Department of Safety and Professional Services.

How to report a problem to BEPR:


2) BEPR Chair: Glen Schwalbach, PE, F.NSPE
   Email: glenschwalbach@netzero.com
   Phone: (920) 680-2436

Consider passing this information onto your colleagues as you see fit.
Additional brochures available upon request.

Very truly yours,

Edward M. Rodden II, EIT
WSPE Executive Director
President, Rodden LLC

Enclosure

Mission Statements:

BEPR is to promote the ethical practice of Professional Engineering through the Board of Engineers Professional Responsibility (BEPR).

WSPE is an organization of licensed Professional Engineers (PEs) and Engineering Interns/Engineers in Training (EIs/EITs). WSPE enhances the image of its members and their ability to ethically and professionally practice engineering through education, licensure advocacy, leadership training, multi-disciplinary networking, and outreach.
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